Your solution for modern music rhythms

USER GUIDE

Welcome to the PULSE.
We cater musical products to music creators who are looking for quality and inspiration. We have
created PULSE ecosystem that eases the way to make awesome rhythms.
PULSE is a multi format solution. It is a VST/AU instrument plug-in created to be used in your
favourite digital audio workstation. Also, presets for Battery, Kontakt, Reason NN-XT, EXS, Halion
and Ableton Drum Rack are provided. 220 MIDI loops gives you a starting point for to build pro
rhythms. Thanks to MIDI technology, it’s easy to change the tempo or edit the rhythm pattern of a
loop without loosing audio quality.

PULSE plugin and midi loops.
After installing PULSE plugin, it will be available for loading via the list of your VST or AU
instruments in your DAW. The player is triggered with MIDI signal. PULSE features 11 main drum
kits. Each kit is provided with 20 dedicated midi loops, programmed in hip-hop, rnb and trap
genres. You can also use the provided midi loops with diﬀerent kits, because the sample mapping
for each drum kit is the same.
Instructional videos are provided at https://www.thaloops.com/pulse-videos for the midi loop and
other plugin usage examples.

FX options and knobs.
Use the included LFO processing to
manipulate the sound of a drum kit.
LFO waveform - choose a waveform of an
LFO.
LFO destination - choose between three LFO
destinations (pitch, pan or expression).

LFO source - choose the source for the LFO that will trigger the FX. Three sources available
(modulation wheel, aftertouch or velocity) that can be automated in your DAW.

The Depth and Rate knobs are controlling LFO depth and rate respectively.
Filter Type - allows to choose low pass or high pass filter. Control the filter cutoﬀ frequency with
the “Cutoﬀ” knob.
K Room - kick room layer level.
S Room - snare room layer level.
Reverb - controls the level of a reverb.
Vinyl Type buttons - enables one of four vinyl sample layers. The level can be controlled with a
“Vinyl” knob.
Adjust the overall level of the virtual instrument using an “Output” knob.

Subbass section.
You can play a sine wave on octaves C -1 to B0. Control the attack, decay,
sustain and release with A D S R knobs. The sub bass group can be sent to a
separate stereo output channel.
Instructive video “Pulse - playing bass and assigning separate channels” is
provided at https://www.thaloops.com/pulse-videos

Have a question?
Contact us:
•

Via email: support@thaloops.com

•

Via our Facebook page: facebook.com/thaloops

•

Via Instagram: instagram.com/tha.loops

